This paper examines whether some of the unbanked consumers' choice of general purpose reloadable (GPR) prepaid cards over checking accounts and alternative financial service (AFS) products can be explained by the cost incurred by those consumers. We compare the three types of products by constructing consumer models based on the actual behavior of GPR prepaid cardholders and applying those models to the fee schedules of actual products offered in the market. Overdrafts are a major factor affecting the cost rankings. For consumers who regularly or occasionally overdraw their accounts, checking accounts are more costly than GPR cards or AFS products. In contrast, for consumers who do not need overdraft capability and short-term credit, GPR cards are more costly than checking accounts. The cost difference across the products clearly explains the former type of consumers' choice of financial products, while it does not explain the latter type of consumers' choice.
Introduction
Nearly 28 percent of U.S. households are either unbanked or underbanked, meaning they either do not have a checking or savings account, or have a bank account but also use alternative financial services (AFS) outside the banking system (Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) 2013). These underserved consumers are increasingly turning to general purpose reloadable (GPR) prepaid cards to access electronic payment methods and address their financial transaction needs.
GPR prepaid cards provide a wide range of functionality. They are branded by at least one major payment card network, like American Express, Discover, MasterCard, Visa, or a PIN debit network and allow cardholders to make purchases and cash withdrawals anywhere those card brands are accepted, including merchants, ATMs, and online. GPR prepaid cards also allow cardholders to make bill payments and receive direct deposits, such as payrolls and government benefits, using the automated clearinghouse (ACH). Cardholders can also load value onto their cards using cash at retail locations that participate in a reload network. A few GPR prepaid card providers even offer overdraft capability.
Why underserved consumers rely on prepaid cards and other AFS products instead of checking accounts is still unclear; however, perceived costs appear to have a significant effect on their behavior.
1 In fact, the most commonly cited reasons for being unbanked include high or unpredictable bank account fees and lack of enough money to meet a minimum balance requirement (FDIC 2013) . Fees associated with overdrafts are viewed as some of the most unpredictable bank account fees and many GPR prepaid cardholders avoid these fees by having a GPR prepaid card that does not offer overdraft capability. To access short-term credit, those 1 A qualitative study on why underserved consumers use alternative financial services and how they develop strategies to satisfy their basic transaction needs was conducted by the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City (2010) .
cardholders may use other AFS credit products, such as payday and car-title loans. 2 Some GPR prepaid cardholders, on the other hand, hold a GPR prepaid card that offers overdraft capability and make a deliberate decision to overdraw their account and pay overdraft fees (Hayashi and Cuddy 2014b) . Even if GPR prepaid cards were more costly than checking accounts, they might be less costly than solely depending on other alternatives, such as check cashing, money orders and remittances for bill payments, and payday and car-title loans.
Understanding the costs of various financial products for underserved consumers is important not only for those consumers but also for payment service providers and policymakers.
It will help financial institutions and providers of AFS to design products that meet the underserved consumers' needs. By keeping comprehensive financial product options and their costs for underserved consumers in perspective, policymakers can make more informed policy decisions and avoid the unintended negative consequences these policies may have on the most vulnerable consumers.
A few previous studies have examined the costs of checking accounts and GPR prepaid cards but the results significantly vary by consumer behavior, such as overdrafts and direct deposits. The Pew Charitable Trusts (2012), for example, found that "savvy" consumers who receive direct deposits and avoid overdraft and other fees whenever possible incur higher total fees on GPR prepaid cards than on checking accounts. However, consumers who make two overdraft transactions per month generally incur lower total fees on GPR prepaid cards than on checking accounts. Bretton Woods (2013) concluded GPR prepaid cards are generally less expensive than checking accounts for consumers who make overdraft transactions, regardless of direct deposit status. Despite the importance of consumer models when comparing costs between checking accounts and GPR prepaid cards, these studies did not necessarily use consumer models that represent the behavior of GPR prepaid cardholders.
This paper examines whether some of the unbanked consumers' choice of GPR prepaid cards over checking accounts and AFS products can be explained by the cost incurred by those consumers. We compare costs of GPR prepaid cards, checking accounts, and AFS products for unbanked consumers, or those consumers who use GPR prepaid cards as a substitute for a checking account. We construct two consumer models that represent GPR prepaid cardholders who receive direct deposits each month. One consumer model assumes consumers do not need overdraft capability-more precisely, consumers do not opt in to overdraft programs and do not use other short-term credit products either. The other model assumes consumers need overdraft capability or short-term credit. Our consumer models are based on the actual payment behavior observed in the data furnished by NetSpend, a leading prepaid card provider and one of the few that offer overdraft programs. These consumer models are applied to the fee schedules of actual products offered in the market. We manually collect fees and other information necessary to calculate costs of checking accounts, GPR prepaid cards, and AFS products from publicly available documents.
Similar to the previous studies, our results suggest cost rankings-or the ordering of product types from the least to the most expensive-depend on consumer behavior, especially overdraft behavior. For consumers who need neither overdraft capability nor short-term credit, checking accounts are generally less expensive than GPR prepaid cards and other AFS products.
In contrast, for consumers who use overdraft or short-term credit, checking accounts are much more expensive than GPR prepaid cards and AFS products. This is partly due to significantly higher fees charged for an overdraft transaction by banking institutions. For both types of consumers, whether GPR prepaid cards are less costly than other AFS products depends on providers. The cost difference across the three types of products clearly explains the unbanked consumers' propensity to use GPR prepaid cards over checking accounts, but only for unbanked consumers with regularly occurring overdrafts or short-term credit needs. The cost difference does not explain the choice by unbanked consumers who do not need overdraft capability and short-term credit. For them, having a checking account and using it more exclusively is less costly than using a GPR card or AFS products.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses options for underserved consumers to access electronic payments methods and short-term credit. It also reviews previous literature comparing the cost of checking accounts and GPR prepaid cards. Section 3 constructs two consumer models from data furnished by NetSpend and describes fee data from actual checking accounts, GPR prepaid cards, and AFS products. Section 4 provides the results and Section 5 offers a conclusion. 
Background

Underserved consumers access to electronic payments and short-term credit
Previous Literature
As GPR prepaid cards have gained more popularity, literature on costs and fees on those cards has emerged. Wilshusen et al. (2012) and Hayashi and Cuddy (2014a) examined actual fees incurred by GPR prepaid cardholders. Both studies found the actual amount of fees had a wide range. A cardholder at the first quintile incurred less than $2 in a month, while a cardholder at the fifth quintile incurred over $10 in Wilshusen et al. and over $25 in Hayashi and Cuddy.
The fee variation was mainly explained by the variation of transaction patterns.
Our paper is more closely related to another group of studies that compared costs and features among GPR prepaid cards or between those cards and checking accounts. Most of these studies used a common methodology. They first constructed consumer models and then applied the models to actual checking accounts and GPR prepaid cards offered in the market. Factors included in the consumer models vary by study, but they typically include the numbers of purchases, of cash withdrawals, and of bill payments, whether to receive direct deposits, and whether to make overdraft transactions. The selection method of checking accounts and GPR prepaid cards in the sample also varies by study.
The most detailed consumer models are used in Pew Charitable Trusts (2012). It constructed three consumer models based on the consumer's financial literacy. The level of financial literacy differentiates consumer behavior regarding direct deposit use, overdrafts, and use of fee-based services, such as balance inquiry and customer service. However, the monthly amount of load or deposit on an account and the monthly numbers of purchases, cash withdrawals and bill payments are assumed to be the same across the three types of consumers.
In contrast, Bretton Woods (2013) The two studies demonstrated costs of checking accounts and GPR prepaid cards are significantly influenced by consumer behavior, such as direct deposit use and overdrafts. Cost ranking-whether GRP prepaid cards are less costly than checking accounts-also varies by consumer behavior. Pew's study showed that GPR prepaid cards are generally more costly than checking accounts for "savvy" consumers who receive direct deposits and do not make overdrafts, while GPR prepaid cards are generally less costly than checking accounts for consumers who do not receive direct deposits and do make overdrafts. Assuming overdrafts for both types of consumers, Bretton Woods showed consumers who receive direct deposits incur lower fees for both checking accounts and GPR prepaid cards than consumers who do not receive direct deposits. It also showed GPR prepaid cards are generally less expensive than checking accounts regardless of direct deposit status.
Methodology and Data
Our study compares the costs of checking accounts, GPR prepaid cards, and AFS products. We focus on unbanked consumers, or those consumers who use GPR prepaid cards as a substitute for a checking account. 4 Using NetSpend data, we construct two consumer models that represent GPR prepaid cardholders who receive direct deposits each month. One type of consumer does not need overdraft capability ("non-overdrafters"), while the other type needs overdraft capability or short-term credit ("overdrafters"). Our comparison includes checking accounts offered by three groups of banks-national, large regional, and smaller community banks. We also include AFS products, such as check cashing, money orders and remittances for bill payments, and short-term credit products like payday and car-title loans, as a supplement or a substitute for GPR prepaid cards. 
NetSpend data and consumer models
In order to reflect actual GPR prepaid cardholders' usage pattern with our consumer models, we use data furnished by NetSpend. NetSpend is a leading prepaid card provider and one of the few that offer overdraft programs. No other leading prepaid card provider (e.g., Green
Dot, American Express, Chase, and other large banks) offers an overdraft program.
The NetSpend data contain all active GPR prepaid card accounts over a one-year period between July 1, 2011 and June 30, 2012. An active account is defined as an account whose holders made at least one debit transaction during the one-year timeframe. The data consist of more than three million accounts and include various types of information such as reloads, overdrafts, transactions, and incurred fees.
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For our consumer models, we use accounts that received direct deposits periodically, which are approximately 23 percent of all accounts in the data. 7 These accounts are divided into two groups to represent two types of consumers-overdrafters and non-overdrafters. To represent overdrafters, we use a group of NetSpend cardholders, who opted in to the overdraft program and overdrew their accounts by more than $10 at least once. To represent nonoverdrafters, we use the other group of NetSpend cardholders, who never overdrew their accounts by more than $10. 8 Even if NetSpend cardholders did not opt in to the overdraft program, they may have overdrawn their accounts by $10 or less because NetSpend provides a free-of-charge, non-enrollment based overdraft buffer for up to $10 on a negative balance.
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About 20 percent of account holders who receive direct deposits periodically are in the former group and the rest are in the latter group. Table 1 describes the average monthly activities of these two groups. On average, the first group representing overdrafters receives direct deposits 2.1 times per month, while the second group representing non-overdrafters receives them 1.8 times per month. In addition to direct deposits, both groups make cash loads less than once per month. The average monthly load amount is $1,439 for overdrafters and $1,091 for non-overdrafters. Overdrafters tend to make more ATM and purchase transactions than non-overdrafters. The average numbers of 6 See Hayashi and Cuddy (2014a) for more details about the NetSpend data. 7 An account is defined as "periodic direct deposits" if the ratio of the number of direct deposits in the entire account lifespan to the account lifespan in months is 0.9 or greater. 8 Ideally, non-overdrafters would be represented by cardholders who did not opt in to the overdraft program, but whether a cardholder has opted in to the overdraft program is unobservable in the data unless the cardholder overdrew his/her account by more than $10. As a result, the usage pattern of non-overdrafters in our model is derived from a group of NetSpend cardholders who did not opt in to the overdraft program as well as those who opted in to the overdraft program but have never overdrawn their account by more than $10. 9 See Hayashi and Cuddy (2014b) for more details about NetSpend's overdraft program and overdraft buffer.
ATM and purchase transactions made in a month by overdrafters are 3.4 and 20.2, while those by non-overdrafters are 2.5 and 13.9. About 10 percent of "purchase" transactions are paid to billers, and thus these are in fact bill payments processed over card networks. The average amount per transaction paid to billers is around $95. NetSpend cardholders can also make bill payments using ACH via online portal (similar to online banking), but such bill payments are rarely made.
The second half of Table 1 shows activities other than loads and debit transactions. By definition, non-overdrafters do not make any overdraft transaction that overdraws their account by more than the $10 value of an overdraft buffer, although they, as well as overdrafters, have less than one transaction in a month to which overdraft buffer applies. Overdrafters make 2.5 overdraft transactions in a month on average, but they typically incur only 0.8 overdraft fees for those 2.5 overdraft transactions. Many overdrafters avoid incurring overdraft fees by taking advantage of a 24-hour window offered by NetSpend to bring their balance back to zero or positive (Hayashi and Cuddy 2014b) . Both groups of account holders have declined ATM, purchase, and ACH transactions. While declined purchase and ACH transactions rarely occur, declined ATM transactions occur once every two months for overdrafters and once every four months for non-overdrafters, on average. Both groups inquire about their accounts' balance once every two months via ATM and three times in two months using customer service calls. The average daily balance is a little over $100: $119 for overdrafters and $125 for non-overdrafters.
Overdrafters and non-overdrafters keep their account balance negative for 12.3 days and 8.5
days, respectively, in a month on average. Although non-overdrafters do not make any overdraft transactions, their balance can be negative partly due to overdraft buffer offered by NetSpend.
We now turn to our consumer models. In the models, we assume consumers do not change their payment and/or overdraft behaviors based on the types of products they use. In other words, we assume even when consumers happen to have a checking account or depend solely on AFS products, they continue to have the same payment and/or overdraft behaviors as they would be using a GPR prepaid card.
The first model describes overdrafters, who opt in to an overdraft program when available, or otherwise use short-term credit products (Table 2A ). This group of consumers makes 2.6 deposits to a checking account or the same number of loads on a GPR prepaid card with the total amount of $1,439 per month. Among them, 2.1 deposits/loads are direct deposits with the aggregate value of $1,335 and the rest are other types of deposits (to a checking account) or cash loads (on a GPR card). If these consumers have neither a checking account nor a GPR card, they use check-cashing services 2.6 times per month. The number and value of overdraft transactions per month also vary by product type. If the consumers have a checking account, we assume they make 3 overdraft transactions with a total value of $156. Three overdraft transactions are the approximation of the sum of overdraft transactions (2.5), and ATM transactions that result in overdrafts (0.6). 12 The total overdraft value takes into account the average value of purchase/ATM transactions ($51.8). In contrast, if the consumers have a GPR card with overdraft capability, they make 2.5 overdraft transactions, 0.8 of which incur overdraft fees. If the consumers have a GPR card without overdraft capability 10 The distribution among checking account holders is obtained from a report by Government Accountability Office (GAO) (GAO 2013). About 86 percent of ATM withdrawals made by checking account holders at large banks or 84 percent at mid-size banks were at in-network ATMs, thus not incurring a surcharge. 11 According to Hayashi and Cuddy (2014a) , about 93 percent of ATM withdrawals made by NetSpend cardholders in June 2012 were assessed a surcharge, suggesting only 7 percent of ATM withdrawals were made at in-network or surcharge-free ATMs among holders of GPR cards offered by nonbanks. 12 Some banks charge no overdraft fees for a $5 or less overdraft transaction.
or completely depend on AFS, we assume they make a payday or car-title loan of $130 in a month.
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To complete the first consumer model, we assume the consumers make 1.7 balance inquiries (0.4 via ATM and 1.3 via customer service calls), have the average daily balance of $119, and have 12 days with negative balance in a month regardless of whether they have a checking account or a GPR card. Among 0.4 balance inquiries via ATM, we assume the consumers incur no surcharge if they have a checking account or a bank's GPR card, while they incur surcharges for all 0.4 inquiries if they have a nonbank's GPR card. This assumption is based on the distribution between in-network and out-of network ATM usage among checking account holders and among nonbanks' GPR card users.
The second model describes non-overdrafters, who do not opt in to an overdraft program and do not use short-term credit products (Table 2B) . Non-overdrafters make a slightly smaller monthly number (2.5) and amount ($1,091) of deposits to a checking account, loads on a GPR card, or check-cashing than overdrafters. The number of purchases is 13.9 per month, 1.4 of which being paid to billers. Regardless of whether the consumers have a checking account or a GPR card, they make 2.5 ATM cash withdrawals and have 0.3 declined ATM transactions per month. These consumers make no overdraft transactions and no short-term loans. The consumers make 2.0 balance inquiries: 0.5 via ATM and 1.5 via consumer service calls. Their average daily balance is $125.
Fee data
To apply the two models constructed above to actual checking accounts, GPR prepaid cards, and AFS products offered in the market, we collect fee data for those products. Checking accounts are divided into three groups based on their deposit size: largest national banks, large regional banks, and smaller community banks. 14 GPR prepaid cards have three types. First, they are divided into two groups based on whether they are offered by banks or nonbanks. While all GPR cards offered by banks have no overdraft capability, nonbanks' GPR cards are further divided into two groups: cards with and without the overdraft capability. We consider three AFS products: check cashing, money orders or remittances for bill payments, and payday or car-title loans for short-term loans.
Three bank samples-largest national, large regional, and smaller community bank 14 Online-only checking accounts are excluded. 15 The Tenth District of the Federal Reserve System includes Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma, Wyoming, and portions of western Missouri and northern New Mexico. 16 Those 43 banks in our sample tend to have greater deposits than their population of 51 banks. Both the null hypotheses that our sample mean is equal to or smaller than the population mean are rejected.
The smaller community bank sample is randomly drawn from banks in the Tenth District of the Federal Reserve System with deposit size less than $600 million. We first draw 150 banks from the total of 874 banks and then exclude banks with missing fee information. Forty-eight banks remain in our sample.
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We focus on the fees for the most basic checking account offered by each bank to ensure the fee statistics we create are relevant for underserved consumers. 18 We also focus on overdraft programs rather than overdraft protections. Overdraft programs allow checking account holders to overdraw their account and assess fixed overdraft fees. In contrast, overdraft protections allow checking account holders to link credit products to cover overdrafts and assess finance or interest charges to the users. Linkable credit products may include dedicated overdraft lines of credit, multipurpose personal lines of credit, credit cards, and home equity lines of credit (CFPB 2013).
Typically, overdraft protections are less costly than overdraft programs. However, overdraft protections are offered to qualified consumers only and underserved consumers may not be qualified for these protections.
Fee information for every bank included in our samples was collected via a bank's website, email, or a live online chat with bank representatives available on their institution's website between December 2014 and July 2015. The fee information is gathered from fee schedules and overdraft policy disclosure notices. Banks are excluded from our sample if their fee schedules and overdraft policy were not available.
17 About 50 banks in our sample tend to have greater deposits than their population of 874 banks. Although the null hypothesis that our sample mean is equal to the population mean is not rejected, the null hypothesis that our sample mean is smaller than the population mean is rejected. 18 Banks that actively engage in community development and outreach efforts may offer affordable financial services to low-income individuals and families and may not make the information about those services' fees available to general public. If this is the case, our cost estimation in the following section may be upward-biased.
In addition to overdraft fees that are assessed for each overdraft, some banks assess an extended overdrawn fee if the account holder does not make a deposit to bring the account balance back to positive within a specified period of time after incurring an overdraft. 19 Although some banks explicitly state the non-existence of an extended overdrawn fee, quite a few banks provide no information about such a fee. If we exclude those banks with missing information about an extended overdrawn fee, the size of our samples, especially the regional bank and the community bank samples, is significantly reduced (from 43 to 32 for the regional bank sample, and from 48 to 27 for the community bank sample). Thus, we keep those banks in our samples and assume they do not assess an extended overdrawn fee. This treatment may cause underestimation of fee statistics because some banks without extended overdrawn fee information may assess such a fee to their account holders. Nevertheless, the results are qualitatively similar and the cost ranking does not change even if we exclude banks without extended overdrawn fee information, which likely causes overestimation of fee statistics.
The GPR prepaid card sample includes 24 providers. Ten providers are banks and the rest are nonbanks. Only one provider, NetSpend, is identified as offering an overdraft program. All providers in the sample offer a direct deposit function to their cardholders. Some providers offer different fee programs to their cardholders. The two most common fee programs are a monthly fee program and a pay-as-you-go program. A monthly fee program assesses a monthly fee but does not assess a per-transaction fee for purchase transactions. A pay-as-you-go program is the opposite: it does not assess a monthly fee but assesses a per-transaction fee for purchase transactions. When multiple fee programs are offered by a provider, we assume the cardholders described in our consumer models select the lowest possible fee program. Monthly fee programs are generally less costly than pay-as-you-go fee programs for the two types of consumers in our models due to a relatively large number of purchase transactions.
Our approach to the collection of fee information for AFS products is slightly different from the approach for checking account and GPR card products described above. Our consumer models identify three AFS products-check cashing, money orders or remittances for bill payments, and payday or car-title loans for short-term credit-that are used to supplement or substitute for GPR prepaid cards. We collect fee information for each product and then aggregate their fees based on the consumer models. We start with the fee reported as a "typical" fee or fee range for a given product.
For check-cashing, two large national check-cashing chains charge up to 3 percent of the check amount. 20 Some banks charge 1 to 3 percent of the check amount or a fixed fee of $10. A large retailer charges $3 for a check of $1,000 or less and $6 for a check of $1,001 to $5,000. We use these fees to estimate the range of check-cashing fees.
Money orders can be used for paying bills. The United States Postal Service (USPS) offers money orders and charges a fee of $1.25 for each money order of $500 or less. Some retailers charge $0.7 for each money order up to $500 or a higher amount. Banks also offer money orders and they may charge a fee of $5 or more for each money order up to at least $500. 21 Bill payment services are also offered by money transmitters. 22 Their fees vary by their agent and by speed. The standard delivery, which typically takes 3 days for the bill payment to reach the biller, is less costly than the next day delivery, and the expedited same day delivery is the most expensive. In our study, we assume the consumers in our model use the standard delivery. The standard delivery bill payment fee ranges from $1.00 to $1.50. 20 These fees are reported in Bell (2011) . 21 These fees are reported in Morales (2015) . 22 Unlike money orders, these payments may not be accepted by some billers.
Collecting fees for payday and car-title loans is difficult partly because the terms of these loans are regulated by many states. The average cost for borrowers of payday or car-title loans is estimated around $15 or $25 for every $100 (Edmiston 2010; Montezemolo 2013) . We use these figures to estimate the cost of short-term credit as an alternative to overdrafts.
Results
Total cost comparison
Our results confirm that overdrafts are a major factor affecting cost rankings among three types of products: checking accounts, GPR prepaid cards, and other AFS products. For consumers who regularly make overdraft transactions, GPR prepaid cards are significantly less costly than checking accounts (Table 3 , Pane A). The average total cost of checking accounts per month ranges between $86 and $112, while that of GPR prepaid cards ranges between $38 and $57. Since all GPR prepaid card providers except NetSpend do not offer overdraft capability, their cards' total costs include the cost of payday or car-title loans. Nonetheless, as will be discussed below, the sizable cost difference between checking accounts and GPR prepaid cards stems from overdraft related fees charged to checking account holders.
In contrast, for consumers who do not make overdraft transactions and short-term loans, GPR prepaid cards are more costly than checking accounts. The average total cost of GPR ranges from $5 to $18, while that of checking is $2 or $3 (Table 3 , Pane B). One of the factors contributing to the higher GPR total cost is fees assessed for ATM transactions.
These two results-checking accounts are more costly than GPR cards for overdrafters and GPR cards are more costly than checking accounts for non-overdrafters-are qualitatively consistent with the results of Pew Charitable Trusts (2012). Our study, however, estimates the levels of the costs of checking accounts and GPR cards slightly higher than those estimated in the Pew study.
The total cost of AFS has the widest range among the three types of products. For consumers who use overdraft capability or other short-term credit products, using AFS products are less costly than using checking accounts, but could be less or more costly than using GPR prepaid cards, depending on the AFS provider. For consumers who do not use short-term credit products, using AFS products is more costly than using checking accounts, but again could be more or less costly than using GPR prepaid cards.
Among checking accounts, those offered by the largest national banks tend to be more costly for both overdrafters and non-overdrafters than those offered by large regional and small community banks. Among GPR cards, those offered by nonbanks are generally more costly than those offered by banks. Below we will provide detailed costs of each product type.
Detailed costs
Costs of checking accounts
Checking accounts have three major cost components-a monthly fee, ATM related fees, and overdraft related fees. 23 For overdrafters, all three components influence the total cost of holding and using a checking account, while for non-overdrafters, only the first two components affect the total cost.
Many banks offer conditionally-free checking accounts: if a consumer meets certain criteria, he can waive a monthly fee or pay a reduced monthly fee. The criteria typically include either a minimum balance or a minimum value of monthly deposits, or both. Although both types of consumers in our models are assumed to have a low average daily balance ($119 for 23 The total cost also includes other fees, such as a monthly card fee and a debit card per transaction fee. These fees are rarely assessed.
overdrafters and $125 for non-overdrafters), their monthly deposits amounts assumed-$1,439
for overdrafters and $1,091 for non-overdrafters-often meet the requirement of minimum value of monthly deposits. As a result, both types of consumers often do not incur a monthly fee and the average monthly fee is at most $1.21 (Table 4) .
Two types of fees may be assessed to checking account holders for their use of ATMs.
Many banks assess a so-called "foreign" fee when their account holders use an ATM outside of their ATM network. Account holders may also be assessed a surcharge by the ATM owner if the owner is not their own bank or the owner does not join a surcharge-free network. While each bank's fee schedule provides foreign fee information, it does not provide information about surcharge fees. Thus, we assume a $2.50 surcharge, which corresponds with the mean value of an ATM surcharge paid by NetSpend cardholders (Hayashi and Cuddy 2014a) . In contrast, when account holders use their bank's ATM, they typically incur no surcharge and no fee assessed by their bank. Thus, we assume no fee incurred by checking account holders for their use of in-network ATMs unless each bank's fee schedule suggests otherwise. As mentioned in the previous section, 85 percent of ATM transactions made by checking account holders are assumed to be at in-network ATMs.
The average cost of using ATMs per month is at most $3 for overdrafters and $2 for nonoverdrafters (Table 4 ). The results suggest that the largest national banks tend to charge higher ATM fees than large regional and small community banks.
Care is required to estimate costs related to overdrafts. As CFPB (2013) reported, there is a significant variation across overdraft programs and associated fees offered to checking account holders. Some banks do not assess an overdraft fee if the amount of the overdraft is less than a certain threshold (typically $5), or if the account holders bring their account balance back to zero or positive by the end of business day that they make an overdraft. Some banks assess an extended overdrawn fee, in addition to an overdraft fee, if the negative balance continues for a certain number of days after the overdraft is made.
The overdraft cost is significantly larger than the other two cost components. The average overdraft cost is $107 for largest national banks, $99 for large regional banks, and $83 for small community banks. In our model of overdrafters, we assume overdrafters make three separate overdraft transactions per month, each with a negative balance lasting four days. This assumption reduces the cost related to overdraft because some banks assess extended overdrawn fees if account holders keep their account negative for five days or longer. Therefore, our results here should be viewed as the low-end cost estimation of checking accounts. If we instead assume overdrafters make three overdraft transactions in a day and the negative balance continues for 12 consecutive days every month, the average overdraft cost increases to $130 for the largest national banks, $111 for large regional banks, and $94 for small community banks.
Because of the overdraft cost, the total cost of checking accounts for overdrafters is more than 30 times larger than that for non-overdrafters. The overdraft cost accounts for more than 95 percent of the total cost incurred by overdrafters. Although the largest national banks also assess a higher ATM fee than large regional or small community banks, the cost difference across the three groups of banks is more pronounced by the overdraft cost.
Costs of GPR prepaid cards
GPR prepaid cards have six major cost components (Table 5) . 24 The first two are fees related to purchase transactions. As mentioned in the previous section, the two most common fee programs are monthly fee programs, which assess a fixed monthly fee but do not assess a pertransaction fee to each purchase transaction, and pay-as-you-go programs, which assess a pertransaction fee but no monthly fee. Most GPR products in our sample assess either a monthly fee or per-transaction fee, with a few exceptions.
For both overdrafters and non-overdrafters, the average monthly fee of GPR prepaid cards offered by nonbanks is slightly higher than $4, while that offered by banks is about $3.
Both overdrafters and non-overdrafters incur no per-transaction fee if they hold GPR prepaid cards offered by banks. But if they hold GPR cards offered by nonbanks, overdrafters incur $1.23 (the weighted average of $0 for cards with overdraft and $1.33 for cards without overdraft)
for per-transaction fees in a month on average, and non-overdrafters incur $0.86.
Similar to checking accounts, two other cost components of GPR prepaid cards are ATM costs, as well as overdraft or the cost of an AFS loan. ATM costs for cardholders of GPR cards offered by banks are comparable to the ATM costs for checking account holders, but those for cardholders of GPR cards offered by nonbanks are more than 5 times greater (around $16 for overdrafters and $11 for non-overdrafters). The difference in ATM costs between banks' vs.
nonbanks' GPR cards is mainly due to the distribution of in-vs. out-of-network ATM transactions. As mentioned in the previous section, we assume the share of in-network ATM transactions for banks' GPR cards is the same as those for checking accounts (85 percent), which is substantially greater than the share of in-network (or surcharge-free) ATM transactions for nonbanks' GPR cards (7 percent). A rationale for this assumption is a bank's in-network ATMs (2.9 years for overdrafters and 2.3 years for non-overdrafters), the total cost incurred by GPR cardholders in a month is rarely affected by the card acquisition fee if we spread out the fee over these timespans. Another fee assessed to GPR cardholders is a card replacement fee, which is also assessed to checking account holders. The frequency with which GPR cardholders have replaced their card is unobservable in our data, but it may be reasonable to believe that these occurrences are rare. Even if we were to assume that GPR cardholders replace their card once every year, the total cost incurred by GPR cardholders in a month would increase by less than $1. Thus, these fees would not significantly affect the total cost of GPR cards.
may be more easily accessible for not just the bank's checking account holders but also its GPR cardholders than a nonbank GPR provider's in-network (or surcharge-free) ATMs. However, the difference of in-network ATM use between actual checking account holders and GPR cardholders could also be explained by behavioral factors. For example, GPR cardholders may tend to use the closest ATM, while checking account holders may look for and use the least expensive ATM. As behavioral factors play more roles in selecting which ATMs to use, the ATM costs of banks' and nonbanks' GPR cards would converge.
The average overdraft cost for GPR cards with overdraft capability (i.e., NetSpend cards)
is $12.00, while the average cost of short-term credit for GPR cards without overdraft capability is $19.50 or $32.50. The overdraft cost of NetSpend cards is also significantly smaller than that of checking accounts for two reasons. First, the fee per overdraft for NetSpend cards is $15, which is significantly lower than that for checking accounts. As Table 4 suggests, the average fee per overdraft for checking accounts is $36 (=$107/3) for the largest national banks, $33 (=$99/3) for large regional banks, and $28 (=$83/3) for small community banks. Second, NetSpend cardholders can avoid incurring overdraft fees via the 24-hour grace period and declined transactions that exceed the maximum overdrawn amount set by NetSpend.
The rest of the cost components-balance inquiry cost and cash load cost-are unique to GPR prepaid cards. While almost all banks offer free-of-charge balance inquiry services for checking account as well as GPR card customers, some nonbank providers of GPR cards charge a balance inquiry fee. As a result, the average balance inquiry cost per month for cardholders with nonbanks' GPR cards is $1.36 for overdrafters and $1.69 for non-overdrafters.
The cost of cash loads are estimated in a range of values. Cardholders can reload funds to their GPR prepaid cards with cash at various retailers that participate in the GPR provider's reload network. Some retailers offer the cash load service for free, while others charge a fee.
The maximum cash load fee varies by GPR provider, but it is typically either $3.95 or $4.95 per load. The average cash load cost is smaller for banks' GPR cards. Because of their fewer cash loading occurrences, overdrafters incur smaller cash load cost than non-overdrafters.
Compared with the overdraft cost of a checking account, the overdraft or AFS credit cost of GPR cards is modest. For overdrafters, the overdraft or AFS credit cost accounts for 40 to 50 percent of the total cost of nonbanks' GPR cards or over 70 percent of the total cost of banks' GPR cards. Due to the modest cost of overdraft or AFS credit, the total cost of GPR cards for overdrafters is only 2 to 4 times greater than that for non-overdrafters.
Costs of AFS products
In our models, we assume consumers who solely depend on AFS products use three services: AFS credit, check-cashing, and money orders or remittances for bill payments. As explained above, the cost of AFS credit is either $19.50 or $32.50 (Table 6 ).
The cost of check-cashing services has a wide range. If consumers in our model use the service offered by large retailers, the check-cashing cost is $7.80 for overdrafters and $7.50 for non-overdrafters. However, if they use the service offered by check-cashing providers, their cost is significantly higher: $43.17 for overdrafters and $32.73 for non-overdrafters.
To pay bills, we assume consumers use money orders or bill payment services. Large retailers typically offer the service for a lower fee than banks ($1.40 vs. $10.00 for overdrafters and $0.98 vs. $7.00 for non-overdrafters). The cost of using money orders at the USPS is inbetween ($2.50 for overdrafters and $1.75 for non-overdrafters).
The combination of these three costs results in a wide range of total costs. For overdrafters, the total cost ranges between $29 and $86, while it ranges from $8 to $40 for non-overdrafters. Although both overdrafters and non-overdrafters could incur a lower cost by solely depending on AFS products than by using GPR cards, one clear disadvantage in AFS products is that no AFS product allows consumers to make online transactions. Recently, more purchases have shifted from brick-and-mortar merchants to online merchants. In fact, about 40 percent of purchases GPR cardholders make are at online merchants. The opportunity cost of inability to access online merchants could be large. The easiest way for unbanked consumers to access online merchants may be holding a general-purpose prepaid card.
Costs for consumers who occasionally overdraw their accounts
The cost rankings of checking accounts versus GPR cards are clear for consumers who regularly overdraw their accounts and for consumers who never overdraw their accounts. Which products are less costly for consumers who occasionally overdraw their accounts? This question can be answered with our data.
As discussed above, a consumer incurs $36 per overdraft, on average, if he has a checking account at one of the largest national banks. If instead he has a GPR card offered by NetSpend, he incurs a $15 fee per overdraft. The difference in the cost per overdraft is $21. For non-overdrafters, the annualized fee for NetSpend's GPR cards is $189.48 greater than the average annualized fee for checking accounts offered by the largest banks ($189.48=$19.15×12 -$3.36×12). Thus, if a consumer makes more than nine overdraft transactions in a year (i.e., three overdrafts in every four months), this consumer can save his annualized total cost by having a GPR card offered by NetSpend.
In our model, a consumer holding a GPR card without overdraft capability would use a payday or car-title loan as a substitute for overdraft. Using payday loans could be less costly than using NetSpend's overdraft capability. While some payday lenders set the minimum loan amount at $100, others set it at $50. If a consumer's payday loan amount needed to substitute an overdraft transaction is $100 or less, and if the consumer repays the loan in two weeks, using payday loans is as costly as, or less costly (if the loan amount less than $100 is available) than, using NetSpend's overdraft capability. However, if the consumer takes four weeks to repay the loan, even if the loan amount is $50, the cost exceeds $15. 25 Using car-title loans, however, may be more costly than using NetSpend's overdraft capability. Since the minimum loan amount is typically set at $100, a consumer needs to borrow at least $100 to substitute an occasional overdraft even if the amount of overdraft is less than $100. 26 The financial charge for a $100 cartitle loan is $25, which is more expensive than NetSpend's overdraft fee of $15.
To conclude the section, we should note non-sufficient funds (NSF) fees, which are assessed for checks, ACH, and recurring debit card transactions if a checking account holder's balance is not sufficient to cover those transactions. 27 Our consumer models implicitly assume checking account holders make either ATM or debit card transactions, but in reality, some checking account holders also use checks and ACH for their payments. Although a checking account holder can avoid overdraft fees assessed for ATM or one-time debit transactions by not opting in to overdraft programs, he may still incur NSF fees. Thus, the cost of checking accounts for non-overdrafters could be higher than our estimates if they do not pay attention to their choice of payment methods and account balance to avoid NSF fees. Since a NSF fee is generally the same amount as an overdraft fee and GPR prepaid providers do not assess NSF fees, the annual cost of checking accounts exceeds that of GPR cards if non-overdrafters incur six or more NSF fees in a year.
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Conclusion
Our models and fee data have shown that the cost of GPR prepaid cards to unbanked consumers is highly dependent on overdraft behavior. For consumers who regularly make overdraft transactions, GPR prepaid cards are substantially less costly than checking accounts. In contrast, for consumers who do not need overdraft capability and short-term credit, checking accounts are less costly than GPR prepaid cards. Consumers who occasionally make overdraft transactions-consumers who are in-between the two consumer models-may be able to reduce their total costs by holding a GPR prepaid card instead of holding a checking account, if they make nine overdraft transactions in a year.
The cost difference across the three types of products explains why unbanked consumers who regularly or occasionally make overdrafts or use short-term credit choose GPR prepaid cards over checking accounts. However, it does not explain why unbanked non-overdrafters use GPR prepaid cards instead of holding and using checking accounts more exclusively. Further research is required to understand determinants of the unbanked non-overdrafters' choice of financial products.
Although AFS credit products are perceived as very costly, our study has found some products, especially payday loans, could be less costly than overdraft programs offered for checking accounts or GPR prepaid cards, as long as the amount of loans is adequately small (less than $100 per overdraft incident) and the loan is quickly repaid. Nevertheless, policymakers may not want to encourage underserved consumers to use AFS credit products as an alternative to 28 GPR prepaid providers assess a decline fee of $1 or less. Thus, the number of NSF fees that balances the annual cost of checking account and that of GPR cards is 5.4 = $189.48/($36-$1).
opting in to an overdraft program because if those consumers start borrowing a larger amount, they might be at risk of being drawn into a cycle of debt. Instead, policymakers could consider policy that induces banks and providers of GPR prepaid cards to reduce fee burdens associated with overdrafts or to make short-term credit more accessible and affordable for underserved consumers. 
